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NEW EDITION, EXPANDED AND UPDATEDGreat Results Begin with Great QuestionsIn this new

expanded edition of her classic international bestseller, Marilee Adams shows how the kinds of

questions we ask shape our thinking and can be the root cause of many personal and

organizational problems. She uses a highly instructive and entertaining story to show how to quickly

recognize any undermining questions that pop into your mindâ€”or out of your mouthâ€”and reframe

them to achieve amazingly positive and practical results. The third edition includes a new

introduction and epilogue and two powerful new tools that show how Question Thinking can

dramatically improve coaching and leadership. Based on Adams's decades of research and

experience, this book can make a life-transforming differenceâ€”as it already has for many

thousands of people around the world.
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This book changed my life a while ago and I know give it to all my clients. I coach leaders to build

healthy, high performing organizations. Part of that is to stop telling and ask more. This book along

with The Heart of Leadership, and Leadership and Self-Deception rocked my world. And what a

better world it is now. Buy it, read it, make it a part of your organization. You'll thank me.

Enjoyed this book. It was recommended by one of my key employees who is always trying to help

me be the best boss I can be.Lots to think about and do with the learnings here; ready to get my



curiosity on.

Initially, I purchased this as an audiobook. It is so helpful that I went back and purchase a hard

copy. Fantastic concept. Even had my husband listen to the audiobook and he LEARNED things!

Awesome!

This book has and is still helping me through the most difficult time in my life- the diagnosis of my

moms dementia. It describes in clear understandable details of how to handle the legal and medical

needs that are required. It also helps guide you through long term care and the type of care that is

needed. The books begins by putting you in the life and experience of a woman with dementia. It

was very eye opening to know what the patient experiences. I have recommended this book to my

entire family. It is helping us all work together with a clear understanding of what we need to do to

help our mother.

I enjoyed the book's material as it enabled me to grasp the tools and understand concepts with the

example of a story. I had not read the others versions of this book. It did give me tools to use for

myself as well as tools to implement in a leadership role for building confidence and making choices

based with an awareness perspective. I would recommend the book for those looking to make good

and better life decisions.

The book and its concepts are powerful, and I would definitey recommend it. However, the majority

of the book is in told in first person from a man who applied the principles very successfully, but the

narrator is a woman.I find this very distracting, and it takes my attention away from the message

when I have to mentally stop and reframe some of the dialogue. Hopefully they'll select a male

narrator for the next edition.

You want to change a student's life, then change/improve the way you ask questions. Try it - you

will be amazed with the results! Remember, however, the change begins with you...

I could have done without the story section but the workbook and concepts were great. I have

started a list of questions to refer to when processing.
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